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this issue of

PlNPoints goes

to

press,

/-\Professor Leen Hordijk, the Director

of the lnternational lnstitute for
Systems Analysis (llASA),

Austria, is about

to

in

Applied

Laxenburg,

leave the lnstitute.

Professor Hordijk, a scientist of world renown, has been at the helm of IIASA for six
years, an international organization whose
leadership he took over at a difficult moment of its existence. Last November IIASA
celebrated its 35thanniversary, and for the
Director this event was certainly a highlight of his term of office (see photograph
above). Under his leadership the prestige
of IIASA as an international organization
has increased. lt is now a world-class actor in the field of interdisciplinary scìentific
studies on environmental, economic, technological, and social issues in the context
of the human dimensions of global change.
Leen Hordijk may justly take personal satis-

faction in this.
From the very beginning of his tenure
at the lnstitute, Professor Hordìjk has been
PlNPoints 30/2008

a staunch supporter and friend of the Processes of lnternational Negotiation (PlN)
Programme which forms an integral part of
llASA. He has been fully aware that the activities of the PIN Program, which conducts
and propagates research on a broad spectrum of topics related to the processes of
international negotiation, fit perfectly into
IIASA's overall ambition, namely, to deal
with the most important problems besetting the world at the beginning of the 21't
century
lf one accepts the assertion that negotiations constitute an indispensable tool
for the peaceful settlement of international
disputes one wìll readily admit and agree
with Professor Howard Raiffa, IIASA's first
director and PIN's spiritus recfot that there
is value in having a branch within the ln-

stitute that is dedicated to negotiation research and to the dissemination of knowledge about negotiation.
As we see Professor Hordijk moving
from IIASA to new horizons, the members

of the PIN Steering Committee wish to seize

the opportunity to express their heartfelt
gratitude to him for his deep understanding of the challenges with which the PIN
Program is constantly faced. He has always

Conclusions from the new PIN book

24

Modeling blackmail and kidnapping.

understood PIN's particular needs and enhanced the interface it enjoys with other
IIASA programs.

We certainly wish him the very best.

With the experience he takes with

26 Negotiation

him

Studies in Taiwan

Taiwan's experience of negotiating with
China and the West places it in a pivotal

from llASA, he is certainly well equipped
for his new responsibilities. We from the

position.

PIN Steering Committee are convinced that
his excellent negotiating skills

Formal Models for Hostage Negotiation with Terrorists?

will be a for-

midable asset in his new position.
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round 100 diplomats, researchers, and representatives from in/lternational organizations and nongovernmental organizations,
as well as interested students participated in "Geneva Negotiation
Day," hosted by the Geneva Centre for Security Policy (GCSP) on 1 1
February 2008.

According to GCSP, more than '17,000 international meetings are held each year in Geneva-the seat of the European
headquarters of the United Nations and of many other inter-

governmental organìzatìons-with the participatlon of more
than 100,000 diplomats, delegates, and officials from all over
the world. Negotìation skills are thus considered to be important assets; hence, the decision to hold Geneva Negotiation Day.
Ambassador Fred Tanner, Director of GCSB opened the workshop
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Cooperation and Negotiation: When do States Cooperate and
Why? (1. William Zartman)
Formal N/lodels and lnternational Negotiation (Rudolf Avenhaus)
EU-NATO Relations as a Negotiation Experience (Franz Cede)
Negotiating Sustainable Development: The Case of Environmental Goods and Services in the Doha Round (Gunnar Sjöstedt)
Negotiating Conflict: External lntervention in African Conflìcts
(Mark Anstey)
Negotìations on Disaster Relief (Paul N/leerts)

Among the topics emerging at the workshop was the description of negotiation as a "flow of communication" among different
stakeholders. The role of scientists is to identify the problems and
formulate probable scenarios; decision makers can then take decisions based on the framework provided to them by the scientists.
0ne of the points made was that states will begin to cooperate
produce
new gains when these cannot be reached by working
to

è

Geneva Centre for Security Poltcy, Geneva, Switzerland

unilaterally or when the costs of noncooperation are too high. Negotiation can also take place when states are in "deadlock" or when
their vulnerability causes unacceptably high costs, placing them in a

"mutually hurting stalemate." However, negotiation actors can find
themselves in asymmetrical positions, where different strategic positions are preferred by different parties. lt was stressed that it is not
only the complexities in negotiation that are important, but also the
obviously banal issues, such as the problems caused by the ambiguity of language (for instance, the use of the word "direct" during the
negotiation round on natural disaster relief in the 1970s).
The format of the workshop was not that of an expert teaching
students, but rather of experts sharing their knowledge wìth those
in the practical field, During the breakout sessions and the closing plenary, the participants were given the chance to share their
experiences and thus actively contribute to the discussion. Several
questions were raised regarding, for instance, the importance of cul-

ture (e,9., a common culture among negotiators), the impact of the
individual negotiators on the overall process (personal skills), the
identification of the "other" ìn negotiation and whether it would
make a difference if there were no distinguishable "other."
PIN books published to date at a small book exhibition.

Ariel Penetrante

Note: Geneva is the largest United Nations duty station outside
the UN headquarters in New York and a focal poìnt for multilateral diplomacy, servicing over 8,000 meetings a year. Several
ìnternational intergovernmental and nongovernmental organizations (NG0s) are based or have major representative offices in
Geneva, including the International Cìvil Defence 0rganization,
lnternational Labour 0rganization, World Health 0rganization,

and

World Trade Organization. NG0s such as the International
Committee of the Red Cross, World Council of Churches, World

0rganization of the Scout Movement, CARE lnternational, and
Médecins sans Frontières, have also chosen Geneva as their
headq ua rters.

the Geneva Negottatton Day,
PlNPoints 30/2008
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was being transformed inlo négoclation
(diplomacy) (de Callières 1716/2000; de

erætËqlm

f

oooeration is defined as a situation in
L*ni.h parties agree to work together
at some cost to produce new gains for each
of the participants that would be unavailable to them by unilateral action. lts constituent elements are: working together,
agreement to do so (not just coincidence),
cost, and new gains for all parties. (This
definition is not too far f rom, but a bit more

or fairness ("what's best for all of us"),
hence, whether it is based in inherent ten-

specific than, Webster's: "an association of

because the other party does so too.

Thus, cooperation is more than simply the
opposite or absence of conflict, as some

d

The participants were also able to get a general overview of the

Viktor Kremenyuk, Franz Cede, Bill Zartman, and Rudolf Avenhaus at

t:

parties for theìr common benefit; collective
action in pursuit of c0mmon well-being,"
"Gains" mean not only material gains, but
also perception of progress toward goals.

by stressing the significance of negotiations in the changing security

environment. Paul lVeerts also underlined the emergence of new
issues and the need to attract the attention of policymakers.
The workshop, focusing on multilateral diplomacy, covered the
following topics:
Some Basic Elements of Negotiation Analysis (Victor Kreme-

5
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binary codings indicate.

lt

is a conscious,

specific, positive action.
The analytical question then becomes,
Why, when, and how do parties agree to
pay the cost of working together to produce new gains? Answers to the questions
come from a number of different schools
of analysis, providing different implications
for the practìce and analysis of negotiation.
0ne school looks at the nature of political
aggregates such as states, seeing specific
behavior inherent in their sovereign nature.
Another dìscerns differing state actions
inherent in the nature of the inter-state
system and in states' response to innate
inter-state conflict. And a third is based on

evolutionary behavior in human societies
designed to preserve the species. Distinct

though these schools may be, they have a
considerable degree of overlap and conju

nctu re.

T'he ftlature

0f States

A common

reason for cooperation is interdependence. States are n0t alone; they
need the active or passive help of others in
order to achieve Ìheìr goals, most notably to
help assure their security, to establish rules

of

international behavior, for commerce
and as partners in managing international
economic relations, and to help protect
from public bads such as environmental
risks. Calculations of efficiency accompany
the needs generated by interdependence:
states may believe that it would cost them
less to achieve their goals by cooperating
with others, than to act alone. Behavioral
scientists debate whether cooperation is
innate or learned, whether it is genetic or
social, related to justice ("what I deserve")
www.iiasa.ac.at/Research/PlN

dencies toward selfish or unselfish behavior

(Bowles 2006; Choi and Bowles 2007).
The key to cooperation is reciprocity, that
is, an assurance of similar, beneficial return

behavior in the future. Selfish states bury
conflict if (as long as) the other party does

so too, and unselfish states bury conflict
Some scholars believe that states are de-

fensive, self-identifying, and self-interested
entities, whose leaders are responsible only
for their populations' security and welfare,
and are therefore in competitive or conflictual relation with other states. Notions of
inherently selfish behavior or "cooperation

for us" include acqursition, effectiveness,
and efficiency (Lax and Sebenìus 1986).
Acquisition refers to the need to create value where the desired ends are unavailable
to the individual party. Effectiveness refers
to the need to work with other parties to
create that value and accomplish certain
goals, when parties cannot achieve their
ends unilaterally. Efficiency refers to the

need

to

reduce costs-primarily transac-

tion costs-in working with other parties,
so that the wheel of concerted action does

not need to be reinvented each time. These
three needs-elusive ends, scarce means,
reducible costs-drive parties to work together over a short or longer time, depending in turn on their estimates of the other
parties' proclivities to do the same thing.

Other scholars, however, question the
view that international relations are characterized by a Hobbesian "state of

Felice 1778/1976), whose basic idea is giving something to get something, the definl-

t¡on of trade on which subsequent prescriptions for negotiation are founded.
Notions of inherently unselfish behavior
or "cooperation in us" include requitement,

reputation, and fairness (Vogel 2004; de
Waal 1992; Sober and Wilson '1998). fiequ¡tement is the expectation of reciprocity,
negative and/or positive, an inherent quality in social relations and in most ethical sysIems. Reputation refers to the expectations
parties create about themselves, operating

two directions in support of cooperation:
as images that parties tend for purposes
of self-esteem and as bases for others' acIions. Fairness, a loose form of justice, inìn

volves the expectation and behavioral norm

that parties are due to receive treatment
corresponding to some universal notion of
equality, either as numerical individuals or
as deserving actors (Zartman et al. 1996;
Albin 2003). These three qualities, and perhaps others in support, provide a network

that lies at the basis of claims of inherency
in the tendency to cooperate.
As the debate continues over whether
cooperative behavior is innate or learned,
the search for the etiology and the means
of cooperation must take both into account, But the difference between the two
assumptions is not as great as is often assumed. For those who see cooperation
as innate, it is the alternative to conflict,

whereas for those for whom it must be
learned, it is because otherwise they would
be consumed by conflict. Either way, cooperatìon is the antidote to conflict.

nature" and inherently conflictual (Stein 1990). The notion of
innate sociability runs through
Grotius, Pufendorf, and [Vontesquieu to Adam Smith, where
it forms the basis of mutual
regulation and gains through
trade. States cooperate when
they can achieve gains through
trade, an economic concept

that has equal meaning

in

politics and that encapsulates
the basic notion of negotiation
through compensation. lndeed,
the early state period after the
Peaces of Westphalia in 1648
was the same time when the
French term négoce (business)
PlNPoints 30/2008
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ity, the greater the chances of cooperatlon
lasting, As it is inefficient to negotiate the

a4

terms of reciprocity each time, states in-

stitutionalize their cooperation through
regimes, laws, and organizatìons. ln successive, essentially ad hoc negotiations, the

wheel of cooperation has

to be invented

each time, whereas regimes are established
P
ø
f

ts

I

õ
O

cooperation, leaving the details to their
application, while "reinvented" cooperation needs to negotiate both formula and
details (Spector and Zartman 2003). Thus,
Realists take measures

j

o
ö

Central Europe after the Peace
Westphalia

and corrected by negotìated principles that
do not have to concern themselves with
the immediate details of individual cases.
Essentially regimes establish formulas for

to guard against

of interna-

tional relations differ only in their perspective: Realists take a short-term and Liberals
a long-term view. However, the difference in

perspective produces important differences

in behavioral interpretations. The

Realist

believes that cooperation is not sustainable

but occurs only on a momentary basis,

as

long as benefits are present and up-to-date
(Waltz 1954). Parties have a tendency to

cheat and free-ride as soon as they can
gain greater benefits from doing so than
from cooperating. Problems of information
cannot be overcome reliably, as states will
cheat when it is in their interest to do so;
all that can be done is to understand when
cheating is likely and to take appropriate
safeguards. lndeed, Realism, by its shortterm "ratlonal" tendency to defect, actually reduces the benefits of cooperatìon, by
enhancing fear of defection.
Liberals believe that states cooperate in
lhe expectation of benefits from future cooperation, as well as current payoffs (l\/il-

ner 1992). ln addition they hold that anticipated reciprocity provides benefits from
reputatìon and relationship that are not
only less precise but tie states into patterns
of behavior. lnformation can play a role in
sustaining this expectation, as the greater
the reliable information on future reciprocPlNPoinß 30/2008

pact-building relationship and reiteration,
that is, to shared decision making. ln reality, the two necessarily overlap, as ad hoc
cooperation in an area not governed by
previously negot¡ated regimes does not occur in a vacuum, but in a context of norms,
expectations, and precedents that act as a
proto-regime.
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ln recent times, growing scholarship in evo-

lutionary studies has focused on the same
question of cooperation, often working
through game theory and its Prisoner's Dilemma Game (PDG) (Axelrod and Hamilton
1981, N/aynard Smith '1982; Clements and

able cooperation.

Stephens 1995, Dugatkin 1997). While the
analysis has dealt with human evolution,
it comes to a conclusìon similar to that of

Yet cooperation is more than just
about defection and reciprocity, despite

established carry high transaction costs;
it is always quicker to act by oneself, and
beyond that, costs rise in proportion to the
Essentially, the various schools

to the

foreseeable defection, whereas Liberals
emphasize measures to prolong foresee-

much of the current focus; it is about benefits-their creation and their allocation.
The mechanisms by which cooperation is

of

measures of the encounter but also

number of parties. Theoretically, however,
costs should fall in relation to the number

of

issues, as more issues provide more
trade-offs and a greater chance to attain
"comparative advantage" deals at the Nash
(1950) Point-the point where the product
of the outcomes is maximized-according
to Homans' (1960) N/laxim-"The more the
items at stake can be divided into goods
valued more by one party than they cost to
the other and...lthe reverse], the greater

the chances of a successful

outcome"
(Avenhaus 2007). These negotiations deal
with the twin aspects of cooperation, value

making and value taking, referring to in-

tegrative and distributive negotiations,
Cooperation, as noted, occurs to create
beneficial outcomes that the parties cannot create alone, but it is also needed to
allocate those benefits; there is always a
distributive as well as an integrative aspect

to cooperation.
Beyond creation and allocation of costs

and benefits, cooperation is also about
underlying or overarching values as an element that separates Realists from Liberals.
For cooperation to be more than a single
engagement, as Realists see it, it must
rest on and contribute to a community of
values. Thus negotiations on cooperation
relate not only to the specific stakes and

international relations, wilh mutatis nutandis of significance, The primary evolutionary answer is found ìn kin cooperation
(Hamilton 1964). Such kin selection or inclusive fitness does not depend on reciproc-

ity but rather draws on group altruism, in
which the ìndividual does not benefit but
his group does. While it might seem that
this explanation of cooperation would not
apply to states, ìn fact it does, as states
seek to establish their "families" ethnically,
regionally, or ideologically in order to promote cooperation, solidarity, and support.
ln fact, ethnic and regional cooperation ls
often based on "protection of the species,"
and ideological kin cooperation can even
be seen to foster not only "kin" protectron
but expansion.
The second evolutìonary explanation of
cooperation in evolution is reciprocity (Trivers 197'l). The variously refined PDG strategies of tìt for tat, tit for double tat (Axelrod 1984) and win-stay/lose-shift (Nowak
'1993) and

the looser notion of reputation
(Nowak 1998) all operationalize the Shadow of the Future. These strategies have not
been the basis of an empirical analysis of
international cooperation, but the general
notion of reciprocity is solidly anchored in
reality ln the PDG the search for a jointly
beneficìal agreement is overshadowed by
the danger of defection to a unilaterally

better outcome and, in the end, by inevitable mutual deadlock. ln this light, states
cooperate when, and only when, they
have established relations of trust or punishment, through negotiatìon. lnter-state
www,iiasa,ac at/Research/Pl
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analysis shows that the PDG model demonstrates that negotiation can build trust
as the means to reaching an agreement,
neither as a precondition nor as a result but
as a necessary part of the process, required

for its end but not for ìts beginning.
Not only is the Shadow of the Future a
powerful motivatìon for parties to build a
reputation for themselves and a relatìonship with others as a reason for cooperating; the Shadow of the Past also operates.
This should not be surprising; it is the same
type of reasonìng, mutatis nutandis, IhaI
has characterized evolutionary studies of

cooperation: Cooperatìon results from
expectations

of reciprocation, the Future

Shadow (Trivers 1 971 ), or from kinship, the
Past Shadow (Hamilton 1964). 0f course,
evolutionary studies explain the latter as an
effort to propagate the species, and studies

cooperative thinking embodied ln a relationship (Avenhaus 2007). Such efforts are
outside the CDG scenario, game theorists
are quick to point out, but they can be read
ìnto the scenario or into the uncomfortable situation it portrays. While most of the
use of game theory

rela-

tions and evolution alike has been based
on the "other" big Dìlemma, the PDG, the
arguably more helpful scenario of a CDG
produces insìghts of positive policy usefulness. CDG also points to useful strategies in building cooperation, notably those
that emphasize the painful unacceptability
of non-agreement and those that identify
a focal point or salient solution as a Nash
Point to win parties away from their unilat-

, i:- - .j,....... ri'
..
.rlI
ii jlt'.I Irìrr¡,ìrÌ.ill:
Ii l,. L ti,ll, I i,,l,tIit

llrlr,l

:

already

encased in these theoretical approaches

to cooperation

Reciprocity is encouraged
by negotìating institutionalized relationships. Formulas are defined by identifying
the terms of exchange that produce gains

Future), and also according to their current prejudices or kin bias (a "horizontal"

through trade. Building reciprocity (relationship) and communality (kinship) are

shadow)

sound elements in negotiating satisfactory

But there is another situation that is
equally or more insightful for state coop-

outcomes. Mutually hurting stalemates
move conflicting parties toward coopera-

eration, the Chicken Dilemma Game (CDG),
where the search to avoid that deadlock as
the worst outcome shows no clear strategy as to how to either achieve that goal

tion.

a jointly beneficial agreement.
The Chickens in theìr Dilemma tell that

Albin C (2001): Justice and Fairness in ln-

or

reach

cooperation comes when deadlock is the
worst outcome, worse even than holding
out for one's own position, In other words,
states reach out toward cooperatìon when
they fìnd themselves in a mutually hurting
stalemate (Zartman 1997; 2000). Such
a situation does not tell when the parties

will achieve that realization, 0r more

spe-

cifically where they will end up, but it does
indicate that in the absence of a dominant solution they wìll begin to think, and
eventually seek to define a way out of the
stalemate. ln game theoretic terms, in the
presence of two Nash equilibria, they will
seek to create new outcomes at the Nash
Point that turn the game into an Angels'
Project (northwest corner high), a situation

L
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William Zartman

ternati0na I Negottation. Cambridge Uni-

versity Press,
Avenhaus R (2007): "Nash's Bargaining So-

luIion," PlNPoints
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as their prospect of future relations or reciprocity ("vertical" Shadows of the Past and
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Approximately 80 students, professors, and
other interested participants gathered on 27
October 2007 in the auditorium of the John
Hopkins Center in Nanjing to listen to and
get actively involved in the topics presented

It

ment. The idea was originally discussed
between the then Soviet Prime lVinister
Alexey Kosygin and U.S. President Lyndon
Johnson at a meeting in Glassboro, New
Jersey, in October 1967. Both leaders had
a joint interest in preventing inadvertent
nuclear war, reducing military confrontation, and cooperating more closely to solve

Chinese meals and the company of enthusiastic scientific staff and students. As usual,

the Roadshow consisted of presentations
by the various PIN members, followed by
breakout sessions and a final report ses-

global issues.

That " joint research center," llASA, last
November celebrated its 35th anniversary,
and it has been one of the most fruitful
products of that meeting. The three other

sion. The group was this time joined by
collaborator Professor Jacob Bercovitch of
the University of Canterbury, New Zealand,

who

focus on negotiation tactics and the value
of trust building. Victor Kremenyuk gave his
talk on Negotiation N/ethodology. He joined
Franz Cede in the later breakout session to

of law between East and
West, the consequences of the fall of the
discuss the topic

Berlìn Wall and the role of multipower players. Rudolf Avenhaus, the statistician of the

was after almost five years of nego-

F
ì

Itiation (1967-1912) between the Soviet
Union and the United States that the two
superpowers agreed to establish a joint
research center to concentrate on "nonpolitical" ìssues of global ìmportance such
as food, energy, population, and environ-

by the PIN members. A few months earlier,
the PIN Steering Committee was invìted by
the Center to hold one of their Roadshows
in China, and the group gladly accepted.
Professor Huang and Professor Jan Kiely,
the two Codirectors of the Center, warmly
welcomed the group and hosted various
wonderful dinner events with traditional

presented an easy-to-understand
grasp 0n the topic of lnternational l\/lediation. William Zartman spoke on Negotiation and Conflict Resolution with a special

a,gt&mm

Nanjing lmpressions

are the successful U.S.-Soviet negotiations

on reducing the risk of nuclear war
group, presented a topic referring to the
title of one of PIN's latest published books:
Fornal Models of in and for lnternational
Negotiations, where, among other things,
he explained the problem of the so called
Prisoner's Dilemma. Paul Meerts took a
close look at Negotiating Security in Asia,
presenting the delicate handling of human
rights within the negotiation process. The

final report session nicely rounded up the
day, with the PIN members holding the
IIASA flag high and paving the way for ìnterested future YSSPers. Special thanks for
their help in organizing the event and for
making the group feel at home, go to Wang
Yu, Rachel Shoemaker, and Julie Sisk.
Tanja Huber

risk,

strategic arms limitation, and the resolution
of some regional conflicts.
Experts from East and West were "in
at the start" of a whole range of IIASA research programs, with around 17 nations

joining the USA and USSR in this endeavor,
and IIASA membership continues to grow
to this day, The Processes of lnternational
Negotiation (PlN) group was one of the
founding research programs.

rf\)
The IIASA conference

on

Global DevelopmenL Science and Policies for the Future took place on

l4 and l5 November at the Vienna Hofburg

Palace.

IIASA has established high intellectual

and ethical standards in its research. lts
programs were associated with studies of

the systemic approach to decision

mak-

ing-something typically used today at
advanced schools

of

management world-

wide and ploneered by the Harvard School
of Business Adminlstration, the intellectual
home of the first IIASA Director, Professor
Howard Raiffa.
Professor Raiffa, a well-known authority on business management, always in-

cluded the study negotiatìon ìn business
management studies (Raìffa, 1982). As
the first Director of IIASA in 1972-1975 he
vigorously promoted research on major issues, like energy, food, and environment in
tandem with efforts to develop approaches
based on the systems and decision sciences
(SDS). 0ne reason for doing this was

to synchronize the processes of decision making in the Soviet Union and
the USA, His belief was that for international issues to be solved, negotiatìon had to be included in the decision-making process.
For a long tìme both the USA and
the USSR understood negotìation
analysis as being primarily the study
È

The PIN Group
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)ctober 1967: U.S. President Lyndon Lohnson and
Soviet Prime Minister Aleksei Kosygin and their
diplonatic and military advisers meet at Glassboro,
New lersey

dt work and at leisure
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of each other's negotiation behavior
(Binendijk, '1987). lndeed, this attitude was visible when the first contacts on negotiation studies between
the Soviets and Americans took place
at IIASA in early 1980s. The partìcipa-

tion of experts from Canada (Gil Win-

ham, Dalhousie University) and Switzerland
(Daniel Frei, UN Institute on Disarmament)

could not change this initial position: the
discussions centered mainly on how to
identify the basic elements of the negotiation style of the two superpowers and how
to make them comparable.
However, the participation of leading
authorities on negotiations and conflict
management like Thomas Schelling, Roger
Fisher, and Bill Ury, helped IIASA broaden
its research task on negotiation analysis.
They asked questions such as: What should
the relationship be between the formulation of strategies to solve global problems
and negotiation? What is or should be the
process of decision making in negotiations

(in the spirit of Getting

to

Yes 11981))?

What type of communication takes place in
negotiations? lt would be wrong to imagine
that IIASA brought all these questions from
first principles through to full fruition, but

all were essentially at the heart of the research strategy on negotiations undertaken
by Processes of lnternational Negotiation.

Negotiation and the
Strategy of Solution
There is an obvious relationship between looking for ways to solve international problems (i,e., problems that cannot
be solved by any one nation acting unilaterally) and the potential for negotiatìon,
The relationship can be described as a sort
of normative one in which the solution

PlNPolnts 30/2008
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strategy formulates-in advance-the
outcome.

a defìnite understanding. The principals of

What is important to understand in this
case is that an agreement may-though

the study wished to discover how far ne-

not necessarily- be regarded as the
most desirable result: in negotiation, as
in science, a negative result (absence of
an agreement) is also a result. A negative
result may, at least, help both sides to better understand the true magnitude of their
problems. As an example, the case of a
long and tiring process in negotiations at
the UN Disarmament Conference in Geneva
may be cited: the process continued for decades without a visible result but played a

Nobel Prize winner Thomas Schelling at llASA's 35th Anniversary Conference

strategy sets strict goals for the negotiation: what it wants from the riegotìation,
what the outcome should be, and what
should be included in that outcome. The
classic conflict analyst and Nobel Prize
winner Thomas Schelling put it very clearly

inhis Strategy ofthe Conflict (1959): conflict negotiation should serve the strategy
of winning. And if this strategy provides a
chance of winning the conflict without violence, then all the better. More generally, if
a negotiation can help achieve the desired
goal, then it should be regarded as a dignified and appropriate means of solution.
ln other words, negotiation is a strategic solution tool. The relation between
strategy and negotiation is quite unequivocal: the strategy used to solve the problem
under dispute sets the goal (which is what

the strategy prescribes), while negotiation is the instrument that is supposed to
help to achieve the goal, The strategy of
the desirable solution formulates the desirable outcome, shapes the contours of
the agreement that would be regarded as
a success, and thus delineates a possible
agreement-something with which the negotiators can compare the result that they
have actually obtained. lt is important to
emphasize this element because there are
cases of negotiations in which the outcome

depends mainly on the process and in
which it is hard to formulate the exact result in advance. What we are talking about
here is the type of negotiation in which the
PlNPoints 30/2008

reasons, the participants could not come to

gotiation failure might be explained by the
failure of the diplomats and how far it was
attributable to the decision makers having
set the wrong task. The work on failed negotiatìons is scheduled for publication in
either late 2008 or early 2009.
Clearly, the growing number of global
issues-climate, environment, production
and distribution of energy or food, immigration, proliferation of drugs and weapons of mass destruction-demands global
solutions. Currently the focus in the search

major role in bringing the both superpowers closer on the matters of arms control.
ln internatiOnal, as opposed to domestic
negotiations, a nation's decision to solve a
certain problem is frequently only a prerequisite of a desirable outcome, not a guar
antee. The real result will largely depend,
first, on a nation's ability as a salesman (to
sell its proposal) and, second, on how the
process of negotiation evolves. The participants will still have different priorities, but

for these solutìons is on identifying what
stage of "ripeness" they are at and on the

what seems reasonable and logical to one
does not necessarily look the same to the
other. These are the circumstances under
which the possibility of a compromise may

grams should be accelerated seems entirely

be lurking.

analysis and what the other programs may

The relationship between

a

strategy
for solving a problem under dispute and a

negotiation outcome has been studied in
depth several times within PlN. The year
2005 saw the publication of Peace versus
Justice: Negotiating Forward- and Backward- Looking )utcomes (ed¡ted by l. William Zartman and Victor Kremenyuk), This
work analyzed the relationship between
the different modes of ending conflicts
(end of violence, cease-fire, comprehensive
peace agreement) and the differences in

interplay of the interests of the major actors
in international life. But a practical solution
to these issues-judging by the speed at

which they are developing-may become
urgent and, in that case, studies of the negotiation process will be vital.
Against such a background, the recent
advice of the IIASA Council that cooperation between PIN and other IIASA pro-

must be identìfied. The negotiators must
try to agree on what they are going to discuss and whether this discussion will help.
Very often, especially in sensitive areas, it
is impossible for different parties to come
to the same understanding of the problem
without a special or lengthy effort. For example, one area where cooperation has
been developing for several years is the
seemingly straightforward one of international terrorism and the struggle against it.

actors, their interests and positions, possible forms 0f negotiations, and desired (or
necessary) 0utcomes. The idea at this stage

is rather raw and far from being appropriately formulated, but it has good prospects
for gaining the attention of the international community.

"interactive decision-making process." This
is completely correct. What, after all, is a

tween the goals of the strategy of reso-

negotiation but an attempt by two or more
sovereign actors to solve an issue in which
their interests are at stake through a joint
decision. They must agree 0n a strategic
course of action, including the distribution
both of inputs and responsibilities, and turn
this into a formal legally binding agreement.

Negotiation as a
Decision-Making Process

www, iiasa.ac.at/Research/Pl
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published in 2007.
Mathematical models mainly help to describe the processes of decision making in
negotiations. They do not, however, touch
upon such aspects of the decision-making
process as the relationship between the
negotiator and the decision maker, the role
of the diplomat, the effects of globalization
(which raises the problem of sovereignty),
the legal aspects of the negotiation pro-

Different nations, because of differences in

of

sovereignty and goodwill.

tion," namely, a negotiation in which the
strategy of resolution does not insist on
some firm and rigid outcome and gives the

negotiators a chance to use their skills and
capabilities to work out an agreement.
Howard Raiffa called his classic work on
The Art and Science of Negotiation.Ihis title conveys the idea that the
negotiation is very often a creative area of
human activity: something that gives able

negotiations,

ning in sometimes hopeless circumstances.
One example of thìs is the success of the
head of the French diplomacy, Charles Talleyrand, at the Congress of Vienna in 1815.
The area of decision making in negotiation
is one of the most promising for interna-

17th century, toward the rule of consensus
and the negotiations rationale, as they are
sometimes called today.

making must sometimes begin with nego-

onstration

This brings us to another rather important
point: the so-called "open-ended negotia-

show how far contemporary decision making has shifted from the "debates among
sovereigns," as they were called at the beginning of the post-Westphalia world in the

dom in the other.
decision

continue to view the negotiation as a dem-

and imaginative people a chance of win-

cess, and many other issues,

This means therefore that

At the heart of the issue is the problem

of bringing together two interrelated processes: the attempt to base a decision on
a firm rational basis and the attempt to

all of which

their history, traditions,'and ideology, will,
in specific cases of terrorism, see totally
different images: what is considered as a
simple case of terrorism in one nation may
be presented as a legitimate fight for free-

talking to each other about touchy issues,

need, for example, proposals for ways of
optimìzing the implementation of IIASA research findings. Just using the ìmagination
for a moment, a clear and comprehensive
global agenda could be drafted identifying

nation of the possible choice variables at
different stages of the negotiation process
(bifurcations) are an excellent way of formalizing and quantlfying the way negotiation operates. PIN has researched this topic
quite recently, for example, in its book on
formal models, Diplomacy Garnes (edited
by R. Avenhaus and l. William Zartman),

cision making, either domestic or international? First of all, the problem in question

be made to coordinate what PIN has been
doing in terms of developing negotiat¡on

Zartman).
A specific study of the relationship be-

Ambassador Franz Cede and Professor
Guy 0livier Faure on "failed" negotiations-talks that did not end in an agreement. This study aims to analyze several
cases of negotiations where, for different

Though it sounds simple, this formula can
be applied to almost every case of negotiation in history.
So what is the best procedure for de-

relevant and to the point. Efforts should

Howard Raiffa in his classic work on
negotiations, Art and Science of Negotiation, emphasized that negotiation is an

by
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tiation to identify the subject to be agreed
upon-and it may stay at that stage for

the negotiation processes. The other work
in which the same relationship between
the strategy of solution and the process of
negotiation was studied is the very comprehensive SAGE Handbook on Conflict
Resolutionlo be published in 2008 (editors
J. Bercovich, V. Kremenyuk, and l. William

lution and negotiation was one led

PlNPoints

tional negotiation analysis as

it

touches

years, There is nothing untoward in nations

but unless this is accompanied by the possibility of an agreement, doing so may simply
compromise the idea of cooperation. To get
out of this sort of impasse, official agencies
very often turn to the services of unofficial
negotiators: NG0s, groups of experts, wellknown personalities. As an agreement on
the subject of a negotiation usually does
not entail heavy commitments, such methods do work.
It is a different story when, in search of
a joint decision, the negotiators move to
the critical stages that lie beyond identifying the subject to be discussed, namely, to
defining their interests and their final goal.
Here they switch to the essence of the negotiation, mentioned above: the formulation of the strategy that will carry them from
the desirable goal to the desirable outcome
through the search for an agreement. And
here the other parts of the decision-making
procedure become much more visible: the
earmarking of resources and the elaboration of individual negotiation strategies.
This part of the study of negotiations
is somewhat better developed than others because of the significant input it has
received from the systems and decision sciences (SDS). The identification and expla-
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Ten- nation disarnament conference opens in Geneva, l4 March 1962. A view of a section of
the conference chamber during the opening part of the meeting. Among representatives seated

at the desk at left are Anbassador

V.

A. Zorin, Permanent Representative of the USSR to the UN,
Minister of the USSR.

and Mr. A,A, Gromyko ßecond from left),
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on the problems of symmetry/asymmetry,

the specifics of national decision-making
mechanisms, and the role of different factors, like power, culture, and multilateralrsm.

PIN has paid significant attention to
some of these aspects, for instance, Cul

ture and Negotiation, edited by G. Rubin
and G.0. Faure (1993); lnternational Multilateral Negotiation: Approaches to the
Management of Conplexity, edited by l.
William Zartman (1994), and Power and
Negotiation, edited by l. William Zartman
and G. Rubin (2000).

The Channel of
Communication

-

(Burton, 1969). The language of communication in negotiation, as well as in other
similar situations, is complicated and multi-

functional; ìt has to deliver necessary information to the other side(s), international
observers, the media, the domestic audience. As negotiation is not an exercìse in
propaganda or public diplomacy, it has to

use language that can be understood by
those directly involved in it and that is very
often unknown or unfamiliar to those who
are not.
The old term of "non-violent conflict"
or confrontation without weapons mainly
alludes to negotiation. Negotiation may
develop as a conflict and as cooperation.
lf a conflict, then ìt involves a clash of positions and arguments which can be solved

It is clear that any negotìatìon is a two-

via a compromise or, on the other hand,

or multi-way flow of information. The nego-

by a freezing of the search for solution for
quite a long period. lf cooperation, then the

tiators take part in an intense exchange of
the knowledge they possess regarding how
to solve the problem under debate, as well
as the possible advantages they have, and

their real or imagined interests. ln contrast
with areas of diplomacy where'information
is usually a state secret, in negotiation the
information is abundant and the task of the
diplomats is to collect, analyze, verify, and
somehow manage it, while avoiding being
buried under an avalanche of facts.

The problem

of

communication

in

conflìcts has not been studied very often

(climate, energy, environment, sustainable
development) come ìnto play. A third is the
growing complexity of the subjects and
procedures of negotiations. A fourth is the
radical growth in information flow space
(lnternet) and the potential for accessing
new information from sources of qualified
research and analysis (such as IIASA).

It would seem that the international sys-

tem is in a state of transition: from a world

negotiation analysis. Two things have contributed to this: one, the globalization of
international problems which has made almost all nations interested in solving them,
thus reducing the predominance of more
developed nations; two, the self-esteem
of the "newcomers" who no longer wish
to be dependent on anyone and think they
are competent enough to participate in
the solution not just of their own, but also

where individual interests and the decisions
of individual nations has predominated toward a setting in which the interests of the

munication has acquired added importance.
One of the explanations for this ìs the swift

growth of the "newcomers" to the traditional negotiation tables (Kremenyuk,
2002). Another is the changing roles of the
negotiators, as new nations and new issues

global problems. To a large extent this may,
and should, be regarded as a legitimate response to those who identify the degree of
"civilization" of a nation as being indelibly
linked to its maturity.
Nevertheless, culture and its impact on
the negotiation behavior of individual nations, especially those with a long historical
record, have become important. This phenomenon has been already studied both
in the book jointly edited by J. Rubin and
G.0. Faure, Culture and Negottation(1993)

and in several chapters written by

Guy

behavior. The impact of culture is not

in adding exotic features to a negotiation (though, of course, these exist) but mainly in an explosive growth
of possible negotiation solutions and
consideration of new types of experience that, until recently, were eìther
unknown or ignored. 0ne example is
the search for ways of protecting the
environment in the developed nations
(or worldwide) and the experience of
ancient civilizations that lived for millennia without posing a serious threat

to nature.
The problem of culture and its
impact on the process of negotiation
is not just limited to historical differences. lt is much broader and more
complicated because it is part of the
process of globalization: the new nations come to international gatherings
bringing with them a "blank slate"
and fresh vìsion. Perhaps thìs will con-
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Global Agenda and
Global Negotiations

in

0livier Faure on Chinese negotìation

tion,

13

Another case of the PIN's ìnput into the
study of the impact of culture in negotiation is the book edited by Gunnar Sjostedt
on the role of professional cultures (2003).

Somewhat unexpectedly, the problem

of culture is now more visible than ever

issue can be solved successfully because of
the overall favorable climate or because the
arguments put forward are accommodating. Indeed, the message sent by each side
may play a pivotal role.
At the same time, the problem of com-

Negotiation as a strategic instrument, as a means of decision-making, and as a channel

PlNPoints

of communica-

tr¡bute to making global negotiations
more practical and more appropriate.

www, iiasa.ac.at/Research/Pl N

global community and collective decisions
will become the norm. From a historical
point of view, this may become one of the
most important transitions for the planet
and a huge step toward the creation of the
true global community.' lf that happens, it
may perhaps be relevant to speak of an era
of global government (and governance).
ln the meantime, however, the world
community is in a strange position: it continues to be governed by individual nat¡onal
governments, but the scope and nature of

its

problems exceed national boundar-

ies and national capabilities. There are, of
course, large and powerful nations capable

of solving almost any problem, but

even

they are sometimes helpless and need the
cooperation of other nations when they run
into such difficultìes as climate change, the
high price of energy resources, the threat of

tinuìng individual state organization highlìghts the problem of finding appropriate
negotiation systems and regimes.
Negotiation may thus have to acquire a
new and somewhat non-traditional role. ln
principle, its three aspects, or dimensions,

mentioned above-as a strategic instrument, as a means of decision-making, and
as a channel of communication-could
make it a powerful vehicle of global governance given the continued existence of
individual national states. To achieve that
purpose, a number of standing mechanisms

and rules of conduct need to be elaborated
and introduced.
This task may become one of the major
tenets of the PIN Program at llASA.
Victor Kremenyuk
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similar problems.

There are international organizations
that take a certain amount of responsibility for the solution of international issues
like security, trade, finance, law, and health

protection. There are different international
regimes and systems that also, while not
actually making decisions, at least help to
coordinate response to emerging problems.
These organizations play a major role in
making the life of humankind more comfortable and more manageable. However, it
would be premature to state that there is a

|ìt, ,,/\1ii {ii!rLli!)!,1!

reliable mechanism in existence for dealing
with all current and emerging problems.
The global importance of these problems is magnifìed by the growing interdependence of the current world system in
political, economic, social, technological,
and other terms. lt is becoming ever more
difficult to find solutions t0 the problems
of individual nations that are not at the expense of weaker nations. The combination
of interdependence, globalization, and con-
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and academic experts in the field, bargained in five parallelworkshops where they represented six 0PCW member states, one from

continent Brazil, China, France, Russia, South Africa, and the
United States. These countries were selected on the basis of their

each

regional distribution and their relevance to the 0PCW. They can also
be perceived as representing the position of other states that could
not participate in the exercise, as having more than six parties par-

an academic conference was held at which
70 chemical weapons experts-diplomats
or scientists-played a tailor-made, fu-

the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons-the
watchdog agency that implements
monìtors how the States Parties to this
disarmament treaty are transforming their
solemn pledge t0 renounce chemical weapons into a verifiable reality.
Post-agreement negotiation has been
dealt with extensively in the book Getting
it Done: Postagreement Negotiation and
lnternational Regimes, edited by Bertram
Spector and William Zartman (2003). The

it-

ture-oriented, negotiatìon exercise to raise
awareness

of the impact of

negotiation processes, with particular emphasis on the 0PCW. The game also served

to speculate on the likely outcomes of such
processes in the coming five years on the

Flag of the 0rganisation for the Prohibition
of Chemical Weapons (OPCW)

basis of carefully designed and realistic scenafl0s.

Spector and Zartman (2003) mention
five regime stability factors (2003, 272292). The 0PCW negotiation exercise was

book provides us with interesting lessons
for theory and practice, most of all in terms
of achieving regime stability. As summarized in the introduction to the book: "The

created to test the impact of three of them:
process, stages, and stakeholders.

The 0PCW game, like reality, reflected
the struggle among nations in defence of
their own national interest, striving for
the common good or collective interest as
they go along. The exercise was used as a

study of negotiation in general has increasingly come to emphasize that negotiation is
not completed when the initial agreement

is signed. lnstead, ìts intended effect requires continuing attention to implementation and postsettlement monitoring."

The

Chemical Weaoons Convention is

I an international treatywhich bansthe
development, production, stockpiling,
transfer, and use of chemical weapons,
and also stipulates their timely destruction. The Convention entered into force
in 1997 and mandated the Organisation

for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons (0PCW) to eliminate the scourge of

chemical weapons forever and to verify
the destruction of the declared chemical weapons stockpiles within stipulated
dead I i nes.

The 0PCW's inspectors monitor and

verify the inactivation, and later destruction or conversion, of all declared

I

SIGNATURE DE LA CONVENTION
D'INTERDICT¡ON DES ARMES O.IIMIOUES
Paris 13-15 Janvier 1993
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while the texts were identical for all delegations.
The game is, of course, an abstraction: first, because there are
many other countries with many different opinions; and second,
because the positions of countries in certain discussions have to

be estimated and this is not necessarily in line with reality. lnput
by 0PCW experts over a six-month period did, however, guarantee
that substance came as close to reality as playable.

nisms to attract states to join it, including promises for enhanced
international cooperation in such areas as chemical defence or other
peaceful uses of chemìstry. 0n the other hand, it imposes regulations/restrictions 0n exports of scheduled chemicals to non-parties.
The 0PCW planned trade sanctions regarding exports of schedule 3
chemicals to non-parties, but this was not agreed upon.
Decisions here needed to be made on sentences dealing with
stopping the exports of Schedule 3 chemicals to countries that have

not ratified CWC; those countries should be offered assistance
in capacity building; States Parties will have access to protective
equipment and technology; and a High Commissioner for Universality will be appointed.

lndustry
The focus of 0PCW inspections has, to date, been on CW destruction

Substance
The following issues came under discussion at the tenth anniversary
exerctse:

(75 percent of inspection resources). As CW destruction progresses,
more attention is being paid to industry inspections. The following categorization of chemicals plays an important role: Schedule
are high-risk chemicals. They have very few legitimate uses. There
are restrictions on production, uses, and trade. There is systematic
verification. Schedule 2 are medium-rìsk chemicals. There is modest industrial production with regular on-site inspections. Schedule
1

Destruction of chemical weapons after 2012
Accordìng to The Chemical Weapons Convention (CWC) all chemical weapons declared by the States Parties have to be destroyed no
later than 10 years after the CWC came into force (i.e., by 29 April
2007). The deadline can be extended by a maximum of five years,
but there are no provisions for any further extension. ln the absence

3 are low-risk chemicals. They are basic industrial products with
many applications and large production volumes. There are random
i

nspections.

ln addition, chemical plants producing certain organic substances (other chemical production facilities or 0CPFs ) are covered under

a random inspection scheme, as some ofthem (perhaps 10 percent)

Parties, monitor the non-diversion of
chemicals for activities prohibited under

'r

the Chemical Weapons Convention.
States Parties undertake to provide
protection and assistance through the
OPCW, if chemical weapons have been

used against a State Party, or if such

www iiasa.ac.at/Research/PlN

Universality, international cooperation, and
Universal adherence is a core principle of the CWC. Experience from
an 0PCW Actìon Plan to promote universality has shown that some
states face political and technical hurdles (e.9., enacting legislation,
setting-up a national authority) before they can pass ratification/
accession through their parliament. The CWC also contains mecha-

larations and, together with the States

Chemical Weapons Convention Signature Ceremony, 13-15 January 1993, Paris

Decisions needed to be taken here on a possible role for the UN,
the setting of a new deadline, permanent inspection in the remaining storage facilities, and subsidies for the destruction of chemical
weapons by CWC States Parties.

topics chosen for discussion are seen by experts as relevant to the
0PCW in the comìng decade. Just as in reality, national and collec-

chemical weapons production facilities,
as well as the destruction of declared
chemical weap0ns stockpiles. At the
same time, 0PCW inspectors verify the
consistency of industrial chemical dec-

weapons threaten a State Party.
The Chemical Weapons Convention
calls for internatìonal cooperation ìn the
peaceful uses of chemistry.

tion of chemical weapons by some States Parties is not completed
by 29 April 2012,iT will be up to the 0PCW to find a solution.

ass¡stance

of that part of the diplomatic text to the state represented at the
table. The scores therefore naturally differed according to country,

multilateral

of a clear-cut prescription in the CWC, and if, as is likely, the destruc-

ticipating creates unsolvable complexity and destroys the game. The

tive interests had to be balanced within the framework of an already
existing regime based on a legal framework.
The negotiations were based on a fact sheet consisting of a single
diplomatic text containing 20 contentious sentences. The contentious sentences were in parentheses. Particìpants had to decide on
a sentence to be included in each set of parentheses (see Table l).
Each sentence was codnected to value points indicating the priority

To commemorate the tenth anniversary
of the creation of the 0rganisation for the
Prohibition of Chemical Weapons (0PCW),

The Chemical Weaoons Convention was
I signed in 1997, and the Organisation for

15

vehicle to deal with world political complexity on a security ìssue
of major concern to the world as a whole. Part¡cipants, diplomats,

Simulating Prospective
Negotiations on the
lmplementation of the Chemical
Weapons Convention (CWC)
Introduction

PIN Points

can be used for the productìon of scheduled chemicals. The CWC
uses a number of concepts for the selection of chemical plant sites
for inspection, for example, their risk to the CWC, to maintain an
equitable geographical dìstribution and, through random selection,
to ensure the unpredictability and deterrence of the verification,
and based on information available to the Technical Secretariat and
proposals by States Parties (based on principles yet to be agreed
upon).
Decisions here have to be made on the number of inspections,
geographical spread of the inspections, and possible sanctions
against companies that refuse to be inspected. lt is also possible to
decide here that no changes are needed.

Challenge lnspections
A challenge inspection (Cl) is a CWC mechanism to resolve conChemical weapons destruction facility in the U.S.
www.iiasa.ac.at/Research/Pl

N

cerns about non-compliance. A Cl can be requested by a State Party
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Countries that did not ratify will not receive schedule 3 chemicals anymore
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0
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Countries that did not ratify should be offered assistance for
capacity building
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30
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15
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5

15

20

30

20

5

95

30

10

0

-10

10

20

60

Should be considered by the UN if not completed by 2012
Destruction will still be possible

till 2017

0nly with permanent inspection team presence at all remaining Chemical
Weapons Storage Facilities (CWSFs)
CWC States Parties

will subsidize the destruction of

Chemical

Weapons where needed
UNIVERSALITY INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION AND ASSISTANCE

Real inspection and verification exercises carried out by the OPCW in the Czech Republic, 1999

anywhere on the terrìtory of another state
party (ìrrespective of whether the location
was declared, undeclared, military, civilian,
secret), at any time, on short notice, and
there is no right of refusal. The Executive
Council can block a Cl, but only if the request is frivolous, abusive, or 'outside the
scope of the CWC. The inspected state party is under an obligation to provide access
to the challenged facility; it can manage access to protect secrets unrelated to CW. A
Cl has not yet been invoked and States Parties have instead used bilateral mechanisms
to clarify non-compliance concerns.
Decisions needed to be taken on making challenge inspections a regular feature
starting this year; the evidence required to
ask for a challenge inspection and whether

or not challenge inspections are a measure
of last resort. lt can also be decìded that
challenge inspections will not be mentioned
in the final text.

Organizational issues
The CWC requires States Parties to implement a range of measures in support of

CWC implementation (national authority, legislation and regulations, standing
arrangements for inspections including
two-year multiple-entry visas, declarations
on a range of matters). There have been
severe delays by some States Parties in
implementing these measures. At the same
time, some States Parties have been slow
in reaching out to their industrial, scientific,
and technical communities to explain the
requirements of the CWC.
Decìsions here need to be taken on possible sanctions against States Parties that
do not grant two-year standing visas for
PlNPoints 30/2008

inspectors, publication of a CWC summary,
and publishing of codes of conduct. ln this
section it is also possible to conclude that
no changes are needed.

The Game
Rules of the game
Words and points were fixed. They could
be traded and interpreted, however. And as

perceptions were different, based as they
were on country instructions and individual
assessments, competition and cooperation
ensued and their collision created different
negotiated realities.
Some sentences were mutually exclusive, for example, "Challenge lnspections
must become a regular feature starting this

year" cannot, logically speaking, go together with "Challenge lnspections should
not be mentioned in our final single text."
Some other sentences could clearly be com-

bined ìn packages. However, the hottest
discussions in the negotiations were on issues where some parties were of the opinion that combinations could be made, while
others contended that it was not in their
interest to have these trade-offs. As we
will see later, this resulted in different outcomes in different groups. All delegations
representing the same country in different
negotiation forums (multiple 0PCWs, so to
speak), sometìmes represented by one and
sometimes represented by two negotiators,
had identical instructions. But as the people
were different in character and in skills, and
as the "chemistry" ìn each "0PCW" varied, these minilateral negotiation processes
produced different outcomes.

States Parties will have full access to CW protective equipment
and technology

The value points form the mandate for

the participants (see Table /). Participants
could only see their own mandate and not
those of the other countries. We can now
easily see from Table / that for the USA
"0PCW will appoint a High Commissioner
for Universality" is more important than for
China, but the actors in the simulation had
to find this out by using arguments. lVlentioning of the points, or showing them,
is in principle not allowed, except by the
Chair, who knew every mandate. (This also
reflects reality in which the Chair prepares
the meeting thoroughly and discusses the
different topics with the delegations.) Values of sentences ranged from 40 points
plus to 40 points minus, indication the
importance of certain sentences. The USA,

OPWC

INDUSTRY

The number of on-site inspections of chemìcal industries

to negotiate the future of the 0PCW on the
basis of their different instructions. They
were free to accept any outcome as long
as it was within their mandate, meaning
that overall they had to score zero points or
more. Successful international negotiations
can be described as a process where, at the
end, the sum should be greater than the
parts. ln other words, by fighting over national interests, the "international result"
is created. The harder the fight, the less
likely it becomes that a multilateral interest
will be the winner. ln the 0PCW game, the
result for the organìzation is calculated by
www iiasa

ac at/Research/PlN
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Challenge lnspections must become a regular feature starting this year

Challenge lnspections are only allowed if there is enough
evidence at hand
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Parties should widely publish a CWC-summary in chemical labs
and industry

tic manner.
had

will be doubled

states

Russia and China could earn and lose more
points than Brazil, South Africa and France,
as they had more at stake. Not all countries
are equal. The points give a more or less realistic picture of the positions of countries,
although of course in an extremely simplis-

As mentioned before, participants

will appoint a High Commissioner for Universality

il

40

Publish model codes of professional conduct to ensure
compliance with CWC

40

TOTAT
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the sum of the total of each country at the
end of the game. Table / shows the optimal
solution, the best result for the OPCW. As
we will see later on, only one of the five
groups playing the game reached the op-

timal solution. ln the optimal solution,

a

total of eleven decisions are taken (in bold
tn Table 1).

Perception determines reality. How
particìpants deal with their own mandate
is one thing; how they perceive that of the
others quite another. lt is difficult to be satisfied with one's own result, if others seem

to gain more, and, of

course, vice versa.
Concessions are easier to make when the
feeling is that everyone has painful choices

to

make. Sensitivity to signals from other
players can influence the flow of the game
immensely, both positively and negatively.

0n the one hand, "winnìng"

becomes

easier; on the other hand the sìgnals might

distract from what really matters-one's
own outcome and that of the 0PCW. lt is
possible that in the given time of 90 minutes of actual negotiations, no outcome is
possible. Not because anyone was actually
below zero, but because of a feeling of relative deprivation. ln the case of OPCW every

group had an outcome, but the struggle
between the different countries was clearly
not the same for each group as we will see
later.

Processes and outcomes
The five groups were negotiating in

different

spaces, both parallel to and independent
from each other. In group ll the chairman
asked every country to state its position
within the category "Destruction of Chemical Weapons After 2012." Starting with
the round with South Africa, delegations
explored very little. South Africa and Russia, for example only mentioned two of the
four sentences explicitly. Russia said nothing about "0nly with permanent inspection
team presence at all remaining Chemical
Weapons Storage Facilities," which was
very important to them considering the mìnus 30 in their mandate. The full position
of Russia on this sentence did not become

positive statements, He closed discussion
on certain sentences, avoiding a situation
in which all is decided when everything is
decided or an all-or-nothing discussìon. Although, in theory, it is possible for a country to come back on a single decision before the negotiations are closed, in reality

the optimal solution they could not

reach

consensus on "should be considered by the
UN if not completed for 2012," "OPCW will
appoint a High Commissioner for Universal-

ity," and "Challenge inspections are only
allowed when there is enough evidence at
hand", Finally, group lV took two decisions

this is difficult to do without losing a grear

more than the optimal. They did the eleven

amount fespect and prestige.
The atmosphere during the negotiations
in group I was constructive. There was no
conflict between the USA, China, and Russia, This may have been because the USA
seemed distracted, lacking a clear strategy.
Russia and China had the impression that

as identifìed, but also included in the category "lndustry," "The number of on-site
inspections of chemical industries will be

they were doing quite well in the negotiations and strong statements were not
necessary. Whether deliberate or not, at
the end of the game the Americans had everything perfectly under control. By scoring
180 points they had the second best result

the same category.
The differences between the groups
are striking. The amount of time for each
group was the same, as was preparation
time. The groups were similar ìn composition showing a balance between diplomats

of the five USAs, and the group as a whole
had reached the optimal solution. The results for the 0PCW were at their maxìmum

and scientists. Still, there is difference of 90
points between the USA in group I and the
USA in group lV. The same groups also the

with 735 points. The results from all the
different groups can be seen in Table 2.
Group I took one decision less then the
optìmal solution. They could not come to
an agreement on "Destruction will still be

strongest difference between South Africa
(95 and 35, respectìvely), China ('135 and
85, respectively) and Brazil (95 and 60, respectively). From this it is easy to conclude

possible

lo

2017." Group lll could also not
reach consensus on this sentence and also
excluded from the text "challenge expectations are only allowed if there is enough
evidence at hand." Group V took the fewest decisions and had the worst result for
the OPCW as a whole. ln comparison to

doubled

"

and " lnspections of

results were the consequence of their ability to be creative, to have dìfferent percep-

Group lV took 13 decisions and actually
took two decisions that were illogical ìn the
eyes of the makers of the game. This is by

tions and therefore assessments. These, in
turn, were based on differences in character, style, expertise, assertiveness, and
perhaps culture. We cannot be sure about
the last factor; it would be worthwhile to
research this on other occasions. lnterpretation of the text made the difference.
Apart from individual human drivers, there
is also something like a chemistry within

negotiations end with a declaration with
somewhat contradicting sentences. That
this is not a good thing for the OPCW is
reflected in the points which are lower than

the optimal solution. lVore interesting is
why it happened, as it was not necessary

industries are to be spread evenly over all
member states". They did this while also
concluding "No changes are necessary" in

for participants to get a result above 0. As a
matter of fact it pushed China, South Africa
and Brazil much lower, Russia remained
the same, France was marginally better off,
leaving only the USA as the real beneficiary
and probably also as propagator.

ln group V it is remarkable that only
eight decisions were taken, Here it seems
that South Africa was strong. As the only
country opposing a High Commissioner,
it was the only country to profit from the
decision. But if they had exchanged this
for the sentence on evidence on Challenge
Inspections, everyone would have been
better off. That such an exchange was not
made, perhaps because of time pressure,
shows that decisions are not always ratio-

that the USA was very dominant in Group
lV. A participant from the group said "The

nal. 0r perhaps it is better to call it bounded rationality and rational ignorance.l The
negotìators, based on the information
provided to them, made the most rational

USA was really absorbed in their role and
were very strong." lt might also be conclud-

that South Africa was relatively weak in
this group. At some point they were even
below 0 and only by taking out "challenge
ed

decision available to

them-just

as, in real-

ity, people make judgments on the basis of
personality, culture, perceptions, and group
process as to whether they can be satisfied
by a certain outcome.

?

The role of the Chairman is of great importance. Not surprisingly the Chairman of
group ll (optimal solution) said that it had
been rather pleasant for him. The Chairman of group V said that they first dealt the
"easy ones" and than the "difficult ones,"

which might explain why the trade-off between sentences was difficult to do.

Conclusions

the negotiation group. And, of course,
the ability of the Chair to do a good job
is paramount. The outcomes of the 0PCW
exercises reflect the impact of individual
negotiators and the group dynamics. They
roughly show the interrelationship between
the number of decisions and the level of the
scores. But this connection is not perfect.

0utcomes depend on differences in packaging, and some series of trade-offs will
not be as effective as others. Therefore, the

factor of value creation is as important as
the number of policy decisions made.
However, can we conclude something
about the most likely outcomes of 0PCW
negotiations in the coming five years, within the grid of subjects and country positions

created by the authors of the hexagame
and choices made by the participants in the

five negotiation groups? lndeed we can. lf
we take the subjects which ALL five groups

wanted to integrate into the fictitious ne-

gotiated text-the overall consensusthen we can conclude that the following
decisions can be expected to be taken in
reality:
1, CWC States Parties will subsidize the
destruction of Chemical Weapons where
needed;

2.

3.

4.

comparable international hexa- and pentagames show that people matter. Though
negotiators were framed in the same context of fixed substance and fixed priorities,
their individual differences produced differ-

openness of the
participants increased. The cards came out
on to the table; possibilities for consensus

ent substantive outcomes. These different

1

Coby van der Linde, 'Energy security in a
changing world' in Paul Bracken et al. (eds):
Managing Strategic Risk, Eurasia Group, 2005,

)PCW Executive Council session, The Hague, the Netherlands

page 244.
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Countries that did not ratify should be
offered assistance for capacity building;
States Parties will have full access to CW
protective equipment and technology;
No changes are needed concerning onsite inspections of chemical industries;

s. Challenge inspections will be a last
resort, only to be applied in extreme

The experiences with the 0PCW and other

ln later rounds, the

PlNPotnts 30/2008

inspections must become a regular feature"
did they reach 35 points.

no means a bad thing. Many multilateral

chemical

clear until the very last moment, letting the
USA do the work of keeping the sentence
out of the declaration.

became visible. This was further enhanced
by an excellent Chairman, who in his summaries after every round focused only on

tg
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cases;

6.

Parties are advised

to widely publish

a

CWC summary in chemical labs and in-

get involved if the destruction of CW is
not completed in 2012, and the OPCW appoints a High Commissioner for Universality. Less likely, however, is that 0PCW will
accept destruction after 2017 and imple-

ment challenge inspections only in cases
where enough evidence for illegal activities
is at hand, as only three out of five 0PCWs
reached consensus on these two issues.
As far as the contribution to stability is
concerned, ìn the sense of process-stages-stakeholders as factors assuring implementation of the Chemical Weapons Convention, it was found that they did indeed

work as a stabilizing factor. The process
was designed to force parties to acknowledge the questions on the agenda. The
stages ìn this process, exploring-parkingdeciding, helped to push things forward.
The stakeholders were forced to address
the issues on the table. This resulted in a
number of decisions for implementation,
as described above. However, the process

also provided an opportunity for procrastination. The stages could be used to slow
down progress by focusing as much as pos-

sible on exploration and parking, leaving
ample time for decision making. And the
stakeholders had the means-consensus
being the rule-to frustrate the outcomes
they did not like.
Though, as we have seen, outcomes
were indeed produced, they could not be
regarded as very substantive. The Chemical Weapons Negotiations, as embedded
and institutionalized in the 0PCW, are
indeed highly stabilized by process-stages-stakeholders, but to the extent that it
slows down decision making and tends to
freeze it. Stability seems to foster stagnation in thìs respect. lt gets things done, but
at a pace that endangers the effectiveness
of the implementation of the Chemical
Weapons Convention. ln that sense 0PCW
is both an opportunity and an obstacle to
banning chemical weapons from the Earth.
But the organization at least provides us

with the tools to contain the danger of
chemical warfare and terrorism as much as
politically possible.
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dustry;

7.

Parties are advised to publish model
codes of professional conduct to ensure
compliance.

Finally, two more decisions that might

be expected, although they are less lìkely
to be taken as we have consensus minus
one between the groups: the UN should
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Comparable Games
n past years, other number games have been developed. The
loriginal one simulated a Council Working Group of the European Union trying to reach co¡sensus on six issues concerning an
I

external crisis in the Mediterranean. Participants seeing six boxes
of five issues each, perceive six possible outcomes: one in each
box. Those who think outside the box, will however find nine to
twelve possible decisions. The greater the number of in-between
outcomes, the better the individual scores of the countries and of
the collective score of the European Union. By negotiating individual interests, the countries are deciding upon the collective value
of the European Union. ln this Pentagame the five delegations
drafting a single "text" were France, Germany, Spain, the United
Kingdom, and Sweden. The last country was the spoiler in a clearly
biased situation, as different countries had different stakes and
could therefore expect very different individual results. Unequal
but fair. ln other words: an equal outcome would not be the most
effective result for the European Union as a whole. As the stakes
of the countries are different, so should be their rewards. A sixcountry modification of this version has been used to prepare British and Finnish diplomats and civil servants for the EU presidencies

of their respective countries. Variants were created in which this
problem was dealt with in the context of the Security Council of
the United Nations. Actors: China, France, the Russian Federation,
the United Kingdom, and the United States. At the NATO Defence
College a complete make-over was created by having six countries
negotiate on a crisis in the fictitious island of Janubia. Simplified
versions with fewer actors and issues were also made available.
To train lranian diplomats at the School of lnternational Relations (SlR) of the lranian lVlinistry of Foreign Affairs, a variation
on the Caspian Sea negotiation was initiated. ln this version, the
five littoral states of the Caspian haggle on five issues ranging
from the legal status of the sea/lake to energy, pollution, security,
and shipping. A total of 60 young attachés played the game in
six parallel groups, with two people per delegation. The outcome
was interest¡ng: those who saw that lran's best interests would be
served by gaining concessions from the other negotiators at a later
stage of the game, created good outcomes for the lslamic Republic
PlNPoints 30/2008
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of lran. Those who did not see the trade-offs and were stubborn
in serious negotiations at the beginning of the exercise, did not
score well for their country. Here the lranian diplomats playing
the Russians, Kazakhs, Azerbaijanis and Turkmen did better than
those representing lran. Lesson: if lran waits too long to step into
the Caspian (Khazar Sea) negotiations, the Russians will get their
former Republics on their side, thereby isolating lran. This situation
came very close to reality. As negotiation is giving something in
order to get something, concessions have to be made to enhance
returns. lf no concession is given, no rewards can be expected, and
a potential win-win negotiatìon will then turn into a win-lose.

More recently Kosovo and Afghanistan versions of the game
were developed. These are really zero-sum games in which reaching consensus is almost impossible. As a way out in the Kosovo
game, you can try to reach agreement between the USA, EU, and
Russia and then try to force Serbia and Kosovo into the solution.
ln the case of the Kosovo game played in Amsterdam by participants from the general public, people really got angry at some of
their opponents. Emotions flared up. The contrary happened in a
group of experts of the 0rganisation for Security and Cooperation
at Stadt Schlaining in Austria. Though Serbs and Kosovars were
participants in the course, they dealt with the exercise in a very
professional way-looking for the best options on the basis of
their estimated national interests. ln the Afghanistan version two

areas between limiting extremes. The subject itself is caught between two absolutes:
states do not negotiate with terrorists and
terrorists do not negotiate with states, and
yet they do. The challenge is to find out
when, how, and why, to understand under
what conditions the process of negotiation
fits the terrorist challenge. Underneath this
contradiction lie other problematic gray areas in the conduct of that process, beginning with the distinction between talking
and negotiating: States should talk, even
if not negotiate, with terror¡sts, yet talkìng and negotiating overlap. Second is
the distinction between ends and means;
negotiatìons seek to eliminate the use of
violence (means) but should not confront
belief systems (ends), but in fact ends justify means. Third, one cannot negotiate
with total absolute terrorists, but how can
total absolutes be turned into negotiable
types without negotiations? Fourth, moderation is both a condition and a process
for negotiation, but how much moderation

(precondition) ìs needed before negotiation
or can it be attained (process) as a result?
Finally, parties are always coalitions held
together by purpose and legitimacy, but

ing, and one element of engagement ìs the
changing of images, ideas, and even goals,
as well as exchanging views about them.
So although officially, the distinction between talk and negotiation is sound, analytically the line between the two is blurred.
Talking does not necessarily involve negotiation but is only the possible prelude to
it. Indeed talking not only can prepare for

how can moderate factions be enticed into
negotiatìons without losing the unity and
legitimacy of the whole?

lnitiating the Process:
Talking versus
Negotiating
It is important to develop all contacts possible with all types of terrorists and their
supporters. In practical/tactical situations,
negotiation is what the terrorìsts want, and
much of the actual negotiation process is
devoted to maintaining contact, establishing stable relations with the terrorist, and
bringing him to the negotiations he seeks.
In polìtical/strategic situations, the job is
more diffìcult, but for that reason talking is
crucial, to find out informatìon, crystallize
goals, develop interlocutors, and set up a
negotiating situation if it is to materialize,
as chapters in the forthcoming PIN book

negotiation but can also be the surrogate

for negotiating, making specific deals unnecessary, as chapters

later, ran much more smoothly and produced realistic outcomes for
a possible peaceful process dealing with Afghanistan's future.
www, iiasa.ac,at/Research/Pl N

l:

Talks and other contacts
(engagement) are a prime means of dealing with terrorists, separate from but a pre-

Proposition

cond iti on to negotiatio

n s.

Propos¡tion la: Talking is inherent in nego-

tiation, but negottation is not necessarily
inherent in talking.

Concluding the Process:
Ends versus Means

analyze in detail.

Talking is not negotiating. lt can be carried out at lower levels, it does not ìnvolve

The distinction is crucial. Basic guidelines
insist, Do not negotiate belief systems, but

legitimization and recognition, and seeks
merely to exchange (or extract) information, And yet talkìng, often referred to as
engaging, is opposed to a policy of isolat-

rather Seek to deescalate the means of con-

flict from violence to politics, as chapters
in the forthcoming PIN book discuss. The
reduction of terrorism requires the breaking of the link between ends and means,
whether the ends are downgraded or not.
Yet ends justify means (as in many other
instances, despite the mantra t0 the contrary), so the terrorist, convinced that his
ends require or at least condone terror, has

to be

converted to a contrary conviction.
Thus, a simple agreement to abstain from
violence is shaky as long as it does not rest

women playing the Taliban suddenly stood up from the table cause
it was prayer time. They asked their brothers from Pakistan to join
them. A few minutes later they were negotiating together bilaterally, leaving the other participants flabbergasted and increasingly
angry. The EU asked the USA, which had just become Chairman,
to discuss with the Taliban that this was not a proper way to act
during negotiations. At least 30 minutes after that, or roughly half
of the game time left, the atmosphere was ruined. Really ruined.
The USA and the EU on the one hand and the Taliban were actually making covert nasty remarks toward one another every other
sentence. No agreement was reached in the end. A revised version
of the game, played as a test by the Senlis Council in Paris and
performed in an international conference ìn Canada a few weeks

in the forthcoming

PIN book show.

on further agreement that the ends do not
require violence, and that requires getting
into the belief system.

The dilemma is perhaps best handled

by sequencing. Negotiations with terrorists can first be focused on downgrading
.q

.g

=iúc

Making societies safe by renouncing violence. Moderate lslamists in Algeria and Morocco

the means, convincing the terrorist to give
up violence as a means to attain his ends.
To do so, the negotiator must offer alterna-

tive means, whether a radio broadcast

in

the case of a hostage taker or electoral participation in the case of a political move-

have been rewarded with a place in the political system and even, in Algeria, in the govern-

ment. The negotiator can also emphasize

ment.

the negative relation, that terrorists' means

www.iiasa.ac.at/Research/Pl
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Negotiating with Terrorists (continued)

against negottation, negotiators must then
close ranks of legitimacy and purpose again
around the new agreemenL

Formal Models for Hostage
'
Negotiation w¡th Terrorisis?
scìentists made attempts in that
direction. Even though they were

lmproving the Process:

talking about hostage

Conclusion

and blackmailers, their subjects
are so closely related to contem-

There is no theory of negotiating over
terrorism. Such negotiations simply lie on

porary problems that it may be
worthwhile to remind ourselves

the fragile, delicate edge of the possible
and exemplify the most tentative aspects

of their work.

ln

of the general negotiation

process. They
are merely an extreme case of any negotiation situation, where the decision to negotiate is uncertain, the opening positìons are

Clearly, it is better to negotiate whenever
possible. 0n one of the two hands, op-

portunities do not look good unless the
present course is blocked, and so the basis
of an effective policy is a vigorous interdiction of terrorist acts. There is no condoning violent acts against innocent civilians,
or acts designed to create a state of terror
in the general public. 0n the other hand,
terrorists, like any other negotiating partner, must be bought off their current course

by inducements, either to lower their ends
or to change the means by which they attain them. Loathsome though they or their
methods may be, if one is to lure them from
their tactics and change their ways, they
must be given something in exchange.

l. William Zartman
PlNPoints 30/2008

where a first party, called blackmailer, tries to coerce a second
party, called victim, in some way
that is very unpleasant to the
latter. This coercion may be the

B $üKÌ'rtAI.L

taking of a hostage to get ransom, occupying a piece of land
belonging to a neighboring state,
E

or anything along those

E

The victim may resist the coercion or comply with it. lf he resists, the blackmailer may accept
this resistance-set the hostage

E

must overcome if it is to reach a successful
outcome, and case studies in the forthcoming PIN show how it ìs possible.

be well advised to extend the other as well.

published

He basically considers a situation

Agreement (Z0PA) in between, the conflict
is so conceived that there is no l\/utually
Hurting Stalemate or Way Out, and terms
of trade, joint sense of justice, and consensus on the nature of the problem and
its solution-all elements in a formula for
agreement-are all absent. Yet these are
the lacunae that the negotiating process

use one hand, the violent one, and so would

1975 Ellsberg

Theory and Practice of Blackmail.

far apart and there is no Zone of Possible

Negotiation is not a reward; it is a
cheaper way of attaining one's goals, on
both sides. Of course, states have to declare a non-negotiation policy, lest they
invite blackmail; terrorists do not have this
problem. There is no doubt that the over
all strategy should be two-handed, carrots
and sticks, fighting terrorism and offering
terrorists a way out. The terrorists already

takers

I
=
ö

lines.

free or give up the occupation, or

he may punish the victim-kill
the hostage or just maintain the
occupation. For the outcomes of the two
parties' three possible strategy combinations, namely, comply, resist, and accept,
and resist and punish, Ellsberg discusses

I n their Lessons for Theory: Framing ReI maining Questions, drawn from the contributions to the PIN workshop on Negotiating with Terrorists Groups, l. W. Zartman
and G. 0. Faure point out that "theory is

various possible payoffs, depending on the
circumstances and on the expectations and
preferences of the parties, and he discusses

far out of reach on this subject." While this
may be too modest a statement for nonformal theory, it is certainly true of formal
theory. lt may thus be of interest, and ultimately stimulating, for formal modelers to
learn that several years ago two prominent

Table L Payoffstothe two players,

0< x<

the possible solutions.
The analysis of a blackmail type of situation, as given by Ellsberg, is largely of a

z,

y< 2,0<

w,

w<

C.

Family

rans0m
The hostage is released for ransom payment C and the kidnapper
not caught

is

The hostage is released for ransom payment C and the kidnapper
caug ht

is

0

-W

C

-c

-X

0

The hostage is executed after ransom Chas been paid, and the
-v

W

-Z

W

The hostage is executed after ransom Chas been paid, and the

kidnapper is caught

non-formal nature. lts formal part is very
simple: ìt does not contain dynamic elements like negotiations and it does not
take into account the possible detection
and punishment of the blackmailer after
the compliance of the victim. From today's
point of view, its value lies in the fact that it
is, roughly speaking, the first time that formal models, in particular, game-theoretic
ones, were applied to the analysis of any
kind of blackmail, and its elements were
clearly formulated: strategies, information
structures, payoffs of outcomes. lnterestingly enough, Nash equilibria (defined as
a pair of strategies with the property that
any unilateral deviation does not improve
the deviator's payoff) were not determined

www. iiasa, ac.at/Research/Pl N

and, above all, under what conditions the
kidnapper will take the hostage at all.
The Nash equilibrium of this game is
given as follows. Under the condition

-xq+ft;1.0

(2)

the kidnapper will not take the hostage,
otherwise he will. lf he does take the hostage, he will demand the ransom

D*

a

I+a l-q

the kidnapper will not kill the

A

quite different, purely formal

a

1-

u=a(t-lr.o<a<t

(1)

Should the kidnapper accept the ransom C he will either kill the hostage or he
will let the prisoner go free. Thereafter, in

are given

in

Table

L

form, a backward induction shows immediately that it is better for the kìdnapper not
to kill the hostage after having obtained the
ransom C This means that only the case
where the hostage is set free after the ransom has been paid should be considered.
Thus, the question remains as to which
ransom C has to be offered by the family
as a response to demand 4 which amount

D has to be demanded by the kidnapper,

www iiasa.ac.at/Research/PlN

hostage,

ã* = 0, and, as already said, he will re-

ap-

presented here do not provide concrete advice. lnstead, they show what the modules
of any analysis should be, what information
has to be collected, what parameters, for
example, payoffs and event probabilities,
have to be estimated, and what might be
considered a solution to the problem. The

Analytical Framework for Negotiation

as

developed by PIN works here yet again.
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The kidnapper executes the hostage without taking the offered

kidnapper is not caught
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both cases the kidnapper will be caught
with probability q, 0 < q < LIhe payoffs to
both players if the kidnapping takes place

Kidnapper

Outcome
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lease the hostage after having obtained the
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Let us discuss these results. First,

in

equìlibrium, the larger the loss of the family
if the hostage is executed, the higher the
postulated (and offered) ransom and the
smaller the probability that the kidnapper
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will be caught. lVoreover, this ransom increases with a: the fear of the family that

the kidnapper will execute the
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hostage

right after obtaining the family's offer increases their willingness

to pay more.

Sec-

ond, the decision of the kidnapper to take
the hostage depends on the sign on the
left-hand side of (2). lf the sign is positive,
the kidnapper will take the hostage; this is
the case the smaller the expected loss qxof
the kidnapper is, and the larger w and a
are. Finally, it is interesting that y and z do
not enter explicitly into the result, but only
implicitly via their relation x< z
0f course, the model poses a special

difficulty for applications, insofar as the
payoffs to the kidnapper and the family (x
and ø) are compared with each other. How
will the kidnapper determìne what loss on
his side (i.e., how many days in jail) corresponds to the pain of the family if one of its
members is executed?
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Negotiation Studies in Taiwan
\
I

\

as a disciplìne/course as established/offered in a negotiation curriculum design on

legotiation studies ìn Taiwan at present
can be understood at three levels: aca-

demic, governmental, and business . These
are briefly depicted and reviewed below.

campus.

In his article "Negotiation Theory and
Practice: Negotiation Pedagogy in Business
and lVanagement School," Chung (2001)
makes an elaborate survey on the nego-

Academic l-evel
Negotiation studies ìn Taiwan are mainly at

Taiwan, such as the Center for lnternational

tiation-related courses taught at several
major business and management schools
from '1990 to 2000 in Taiwan. ln addition
to the negotiation curriculum design provided for business and management ma-

the level of colleges and universities in Taiwan rather than other educational settings.
According to a recent Master's thesis entitled "Content Analyses of the Theses and
Dissertation in the Research Field of Negotiation in Taiwan," (Huang, 2007)which focused on examining negotiation studies "in

jors as described above by Chung, similar
negotiation courses are actually offered
as well to college students specìalized ìn
communication, humanities, foreign languages, applied linguistics, foreign diplo-

terms of four dimensìons-volume, subject
area, research method, and phase-model-

ing," negotiatìon studìes in Taiwan

macy, international relations, and political
science. Apart from colleges and universities, university-affiliated research centers in

have

Negotiations and lnterpretations (ClNl) of
National Taipei University, of which the
present writer is currently in charge, also
offer regular domestic and international
negotiation courses, workshop and training programs to out-of-campus students
and conduct issue-centered negotiat¡on
studies. lndependent research institutes,
such as Chung-Hua Institution for Economic Research (CIER), have undergone similar
negotiation programs and research projects
as needed and appropriate since its establishment. There are, however, few studies

208 Taiwan negotiation theses ,and dissertations, the first MA thesis on negotiation
having been completed in 1975 and placed
in Taiwan's National Central Library.

As demonstrated, the volume in the

of politics, diplomacy,

law
and management, business and economics predominates over other subject areas,
and the most utilized research methods lie
in "the historical approach and the organizational approach" rather than "game

East China

Sea

Among the leading fìgures engaged in
the negotialion studies at academia in Taiwan are: Dr. Ling-mei Huang (lmhuang@
cc.shu.edu.tw) of Shi Hsin University who
has focused on negotiation and communication; Dr. Tsungting Chung (ttchung@yuntech.edu,tw) of National Yunlin University
of Science and Technology on trade, economy, cross-cultural negotiation and mediation; Dr. Chung-Chian Teng (ccteng@nccu.
edu.tw) and Dr. Kwei-Bo Huang (kweibo@

L
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phase and resolution phase, both in theory
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tion phase, as found by Huang's work, has
also been echoed by other negotiation researches in Taiwan in the past two decades,
particularly in respect of business negotiations in Taiwan because business negotiation practitioners are ìn more urgent need
of reaching a mutually satisfactory agreement on various issues at the negotiation
table.

theory, psychological approach, (and) content analysis approach" (Chung, 2001).
As to the phase-modeling dìmension, the
thesis indicates that the problem-solving phase counts more than the initiation

translated work on negotiation from English
into Chinese, as a research study and as a
college negotiation textbook in Taiwan, is a
rendition of Negotiation originally authored
by Roy J. Lewicki, David tVl. Saunders, and
Bruce Barry (Chen and Zhang, 2007). The
reason why there have been fewer localized
negotiation studies seems to be that negotiatìon as a whole has been regarded more
pragmatically as an issue-centered communicative speech act with a view to meeting the immediate substantive interests in
social contexts rather than pedagogically

on how the findings of negotiation studies
are applied to negotiation instructions at

That the problem-solving phase counts
more than the initìation phase and resolu-

analyzed systematically regarding a total of

nated Taìwan negotiation academia for
the past four decades." Coincidentally, this
corresponds to the fact that even the latest

Taipei, Taiwan

campus in Taiwan.

decades. The research was conducted and

and practice. lts findings also mention that
"Western negotiation theories have domi-

jpg

the academia curriculum design on or off

grown steadily in volume for the past four

subject areas

Source: hltpr/en wikipedia org/wiki/lmage:Tâipei
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yam.com) of National Cheng-Chi University
on political communication and political af-
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fairs negotiatìon respectively; Dr. Bì-rong
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tactic; and Dr. Peter Y. H. Chen (yhpc@mail.
ntpu.edu.tw) of National Taipei University
on international negotìation, negotìation
rhetoric, and negotiation interpretation.

Negotiation studies in Taiwan have been prinarily ained at cross-strait negotiation. "Iaiwan has

There seems to be a lack, however, of an

long suffered diplomatìc predicaments in negotiating political issues internationally because
of China's claim (disputed completely by Taiwan) that 'Taiwan is not a sovereign state' and
that 'Taiwan is part of China."'

academic negotiation mechanism to integrate the scattered faculty professionals on
negotiation in Taiwan lo form a more effec-

www.iiasa.ac.at/Research/PlN
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tive and powerful coalition of teamwork of
negotiation studies at Taiwan's academia.
The establishment of a quasi-PlN Network
to concretize and solidify such a coalition
in Taiwan would thus seem indispensable
in the future.

Governmental Level
Governmental agencies that have self-

initiated or sponsored negotiation studies
in Taiwan are mostly issue-centered in a
more case-by-case pragmatic approach
than the academic institutes. Because of
their policy-bound concerns, the governmental agencies wìll generally form a task
force and conduct the assigned research
by themselves or refer them to colleges
or research institutes. Taiwan's Council of
Agriculture, for example, appointed the Taiwan lnstitute of Economic Research (TIER)
to conduct a research on Japan's fishery
negotiation strategies and tactics in 2000
with a view to using its findings to improve
and enhance Taiwan's fishery negotiation
strategies and tactics.
It is worth noting here that facing the future urgent needs of negotiating trade and
economy issues globally is vital for Taiwan.
This is particularly so, given that Taiwan
has long suffered diplomatic predicaments
in negotiating political issues internationally because of China's claim (disputed
completely by Taiwan) that "Taiwan ìs not

that "Taiwan is part
of China." A brand new negotiation office
was thus established on 30 lVlarch 2007,
with the name of N/lOEA (N/linistry of Ecoa sovereign state" and

nomic Affaìrs) Office of Trade Negotiations.

It

has focused on creating new mindsets

and negotiating skills on trade and economic negotiations at the government level
in Taiwan. This newly established agency is
predicted to play a more active and con-

tributive role on the international arena of
trade and economic negotiations.
Because of the special stance between
China and Taiwan, particularly between
CCP (Chinese Communist Party) and KMT

(Kuomintang) since 1949 (the year that
divided two political entities across the

Taiwan Straits), negot¡ation studies in
Taiwan have been primarily aimed at the
cross-strait negotiations ever since 1949.

The historical breakthrough through the
well-known Koo-Wang Talk held in Sìngapore in 1993, for example, triggered more
negotiatìon studies in this connection. The
present chief designer of the cross-strait
negotìation in policies and practices at

the governmental level is Taiwan's

lVlain-

land Affairs Council (MAC), working with
its quasi-governmental agency, the Straits
Exchange Foundation (SEF), acting as the
only authorized negotiator talking directly
with its Chinese counterpart, Association
for Relations Across the Taiwan Straits
(ARATS) on anything but sovereign issues.
However, both SEF and ARATS have been
somewhat dormant for quite a long time
because of the somewhat passive attitude
and unyielding Taiwan-centered ideology
of the DPP (Democratic Progressive Party),
the present ruling party to negotiate with
China. Nevertheless, this stagnant crossstrait negotiation impasse is expected to
be broken off since the recently won the
landslide presidential election on 22 March
2008. Because of the many firsthand historical contacts between KMT and CCP
PlNPoints 30/2008
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wan will joìn international conflict resolutìon professional bodies and organizations
in this connection, in terms of exchange
and coalition with a view to Taiwan making more comprehensive contributions to
the field of negotlation studies in a global
se n

se.

Peter

Y.

H. Chen
Dtrector,

Center for lnterndtiznal Negotiations and

retati o ns ( C I N I)
National Taipei University
I n te rp
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since 1945, the new president elect to be
sworn in on 20 May 2008 would definitely
enc0urage and support "fresh" cross-strait
negotiations studies in Taiwan both in theory and practice at the government as well
as academic level.
l.ì
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There have not been many non-governmental and non-academic negotiation
studies in the business sectors in Taiwan,
except for the fact that some leading business enterprises generally hold their negotiation studies on business-relevant and
targeted issues in theìr R&D departments.
It is observed that these busìness negotiation studies, which are completely different
from those conducted at the academic and
governmental levels, are more bound up
with skills and tactics and have a more specific and pragmatic approach rather than
theoretical orientation.

part of every business negotiation

issue,

including those presented, for example, by
both the labor and the capital in collective
bargaining in Taiwan. lVore negotiation
studies on business negotiation practices
and on issue-centered legal pluralism to
support making a deal are required in the
future.

r':ì': ,

''r-i

To sum up, negotiation studies in Taiwan are mainly led by colleges and universities, with scattered professionals around
the ìsland at the academic level; they are issue-centered, case-by-case engagements,
whenever needed, at the governmental
level with a particular convergence on the
cross-strait negoliatìon between China and
Taiwan. They are tied in with skills and tactics in business transactions, and also with
cross-cultural communication at the business level.

and train-

As the study of Chinese negotiation

ing programs that are related to the World
Trade Organization (WTO) and the organìzation of Petroleum-Exporting Countries
(0PEC) issues are, and will obviously be appearing, on the most popular business ne-

behavior has become the focus in the con-

N4ore practical workshops

gotiation agendas. lt suggests further that
these business negotiation studies cannot
be considered complete and reliable wìthout taking the legal documents into account, Kuang (1 999) thus indicates that the
contract negotiation has become a crucìal
PlNPoints 30/2008

flìct resolution and negotiation

research,

along with its growing influential position
in polìtical and economic arena, Taiwan,
with its Chinese heritage and its Western
experìence and research training, can play
a pivotal role and act as bridge in this field.
It also appears that further negotiation
studies in Taiwan are to be conducted to
integrate all negotiation resources and professìonals from the past to the present. Tai-
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Taiwan is represented in 122 countries.
Recently, Taìwan has lobbied strongly

for admìssìon into the United

Nations

Professional Cultures in lnternational
Negotiation: Bridge or Rift?
G. Sjöstedt, editot 2003, Lexington Books, Lanham, MD,
USA.

tsBN 0-7391 0638-4

Containing the Atom: lnternational
Negotiations on Nuclear Security and Safety
R.

Avenhaus, V.A. Kremenyuk, G. Sjöstedt, edìtors, 2002,

Lexington Books, Lanham, N/iD, USA.
tsBN 0-7391-0387-3

and other international organizations.

lnternational Negotiation: Analysis, Approaches,

The PRC opposes Taiwan's membership
because Beijing considers Taiwan to be
a province of China, not a separate sov-

lssues, 2nd Editìon
VA. Kremenyuk, editor; 2002, Jossey-Bass lnc.

erergn state.

Publishers, San Francisco, CA, USA.
U.S. Department of State
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l.W. Zartman, editor, 1994, Jossey-Bass Inc. Publishers,
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lnternational Environmental Negotiation
G. Sjöstedt, editol 1993, Sage Publications, Newbury
Park, CA, USA.

lsBN 0-8039-4760-l

Culture and Negotiat¡on. The Resolution of
Water Disputes
G.0. Faure, J.Z. Rubin, editors, 1993, Sage Publìcations,
Inc., Newbury Park, CA, USA.
0-8039-5370 4 (cloth)

ISBN
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Processes of lnternational Negotiations,
F. IVautner-Markhof editor, 1989, Westvrew Press, Inc.,
Boulder, C0, USA.
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(1980), of the Russian government prize for strategic risks analysis(2004), and several other international awards.

Steering Committee Members
Rudolf Avenhaus

is professor of Statistics and

t,
William A. Donohue

is Dìstinguished Profes-

0perations Research atthe University ofthe Fed-

sor of Communication at Michigan State Univer-

eral Armed Forces Munich. Prior to his academic

sity. Professor Donohue's work lies primarily in
the areas of mediation and crisis negotiation.
He has worked extensively with several state
and federal agencies in both training and research activities related to violence prevention
and hostage negotiation. He has over 70 publications dealìng with
various communication and conflict issues.

appointment in 1980, he was research assistant
in N/lathematical and Physical lnstitutes at the
Universities of Karlsruhe and Geneva, Research
Scholar at the Nuclear Research Center Karlsruhe, and Lecturer at the University of Mannheim. ln between,
from 1973 to 1975, and again in 1980, he worked at the lnternational lnstitute for Applied Systems Analysis (llASA) in Laxenburg
near Vienna. He is author of numerous papers in Physics, Statistics

and Game Theory and its applications, in particular, arms control
and disarmament, co-editor of four books on nuclear safeguards,
and author of the books Material Accountability (Wiley 19977),
Safeguards Systems Analysis (Plenum 1986), and Compliance
Quantified (together with M. Canty, Cambridge 1996). In 1989
and 1990 he was Chairman of his Faculty, in 1993 and 1994 Vice
President, and in 1993 Acting President of his University.

Jacob Bercovitch is Professor of lnternational
Relations

at the University of

Canterbury in
a Fellow of
the Royal Society of New Zealand and is widely
regarded as the leading international scholar on
international mediation. Professor Bercovitch
was Senior Fellow at the United States lnstitute
of Peace in 2002, Vice-President of the lnternational Studies Association from 2003-2005, and is spending2007 as a Senìor Fellow
at the Department of Government at Ge0rgetown University.
Christchurch, New Zealand. He is

Guy Olivier Faure is Professor of Sociology
at the Sorbonne University, Paris V where he
teaches "lnternational Negotiation," "Conflict
Resolution," and "Strategic Thinking and Action." He is a member of the editorial board of
three major international journals dealing with
negotiation theory and practìce: lnternattonal
Negotiation (Washington), Negotiation Journal (Harvard, Cambridge); Group Decision and Negotiaf¡on (New York). His major
research interests are business and diplomatic negotiations, especially with China, focusing on strategies and cultural issues. He
also is concerned with developing interdisciplinary approaches in
domains such as terrorism, and engages in consulting and training
activities with enterprises, multinational companies, international
organizations, and governments. He is referenced in the Diplomat's
Dictionary published by the United States Peace Press, Washington.
He is also quoted as one ofthe "2000 outstanding Scholars ofthe
21st Century" by the lnternational Biographical Center, Cambridge,

UK. He has authored, co-authored and edited 15 books and over

80 articles. Among his most recent publications are How People
Franz Cede was the legal adviser to the Austrian Foreign I\4inistry (1993-1999). He participated in numerous international conferences
and bilateral negotiations and was a regular
delegate to the General Assembly of the Unìted
Nations. ln the UN Committee on the Peaceful
Uses of 0uter Space, Dr. Cede chaired two workìng groups that finalized guidelines on remote sensing by satellites
and on nuclear power sources in outer space. ln 1991 Ambassador
Cede was elected vice president of the diplomatic conference that

elaborated, under the aegis of lCAO, an international convention
on the marking of plastic explosives. ln 1993 he chaired the Senior
Officials Meeting in preparation for the Vienna World Conference
on Human Rights, heading the Austrian delegation to this conference. From September 2003 to December 2001,Dr. Cede was Austrian Ambassador to Belgium and to NATO. Ambassador Cede is a
frequent lecturer at Austrian and foreign academic institutions. Hìs
fields of interest are the codification process in the UN system, European Law, and human rights issues. Ambassador Cede regularly
contributes to publications in the field of public international law,
European law, and international security issues. With Paul Meerts
he edited the PIN book Negotiating European Unron.
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Negotiate (Kluwer Academic), Escalation and Negotiation (Cambridge University Press) with William Zartman, and La négociation
décloisonnée (Paris, Publibook). Together with Jeffrey Z. Rubin, he
edited Culture and Negotiatio¿ the third volume in the PIN series.
His works have been published in 12 different languages.

^

Diplomatic Negotiation Processes at the Neth-

erlands lnstitute

of International

Relations

is a Russian historian and

political scientist, specialist in international rela-

tions, foreign policymaking, crisis control, and
conflict management, including negotiation
analysis. He has published about 350 works in
Russian, English, Arabic, Chinese, and Swedish.
Since the days of Gorbachev he has been actively
engaged in Soviet/Russian foreign policymaking. He has been associated with IIASA since 1983, first as a participant of the draft of
the proposal on the PIN project, then as a co-founder and member

of the PIN Steering Committee. He was editor of the state-of-theart book lnternationdl Negotiation.:Analysis, Approaches, lssues,
which is in its second edition, published byJossey Bass, (1991 and
2002). The second editìon received the CPR Institute for Dispute
Resolution (New York) 2002 Book Award. Professor Kremenyuk is
also holder of the USSR National Prize in science and technology
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"Clingendael" in The Hague, as well as Professor at the College of Europe in Bruges. Train-

ing practitioners and academics in B0 countries,
he develops hands-on seminars and workshops
confronting theory and practice. His main interest is in negotiations
between states and its evòlution over time. With Franz Cede he

A Journal of Theory and Practice

edited the PIN-book Negotiating European Union.

Gunnar Sjöstedt is director of studìes at the
Swedish lnstitute of lnternational Affairs and
also associate professor of political science at
the University of Stockholm. His research work
has concerned the OECD as a communìcation
system, the external role of the European community, the politics of international trade, the
transformation of the international trade regime, non-military
power relations of states, and multilateral negotiation. He is the
editor or co-editor of several books in the PIN series lnternational
Environmental Negotratron, lnternational Economic Negotiation,
Negotiating lnternational Regimes, Containing the Atom, and Professional Cultures in lnternational Negotiation.

l. William Zartman is Jacob Blaustein Professor of Conflict Resolution and lnternational
0rganization at the Nitze School of Advanced
lnternational Studies of the Johns Hopkins University. He is the author of The Practical Negotiator, Cowardly Lions: Missed )pportunit¡es to
Prevent Deadly Conflict and State Collapse, and
Ripe for Resolution, and editor of The Negotiation Process, The

50% Solution, and Positive Sum, among other books. He was distinguished fellow at the US lnstitute of Peace. His doctorate is from
Yale and he has an honorary doctorate from Louvain.
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lnternational Negotiation
A Journal of Theory and Practice
CONTENTS Volume 12, Number

3,2007

ntrod uctio n
Beltramino, Juan Carlos M.
I

Ariel Macaspac Penetrante was born in the
Victor Kremenyuk

International

Paul Meerts is a trainer and researcher in

Philippines and migrated to Germany. He holds
a master's degree in political scìence, sociology
and education from the Ludwig-Maximilian-University in Munich, Germany, specializing in peace

and conflict studies, security (private security
and state fragility), small arms and light weapons (SALW), as well as migration and education of first and second generation migrants. He is currently undertaking a joint PhD
program at the University of Vienna and University of Cologne on
"lnternational Mediation as lntervention-Effective Mediation in
Fragile States." He is also conducting a study for the University of
Cologne entitled "The Mechanisms and Dynamics of State Fragility and Privatization of the Use of Violence and Security - Prìvate
Armies, Civilian Militias, and Partisan Armed Groups in the Philippines, lndonesia and Thailand." He is the in-house communication
link between IIASA and members of the PIN steering committee.
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Internal Coordination in Complex Trade Negotiations
Altschul, Carlos

The "New Regionalism" and the Negotìatìon of a Free Trade Area of the
Americas
Eouzas, Roberto

Law as an lmplicìt Third Party ìn lnternational Negotiation
Beltramino, Juan Carlos M.

Gain Claimìng and lnefficiency in WTO Negotiations
Zahrnt, Valentin
The Institutional Choice of Bilateralism and Multilateralìsm in lnternational
Trade and Taxation
Rixen, Thomas; Rohlfing, Ingo

Zimbabwe in Ruins: Mediation Prospects ìn a Conflict Not Yet Ripe for
Resolution
Author: Anstey, Mark

Future lssues of lnternatìonal Negotiation
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els of their more important problems?

Contributing Authors
Markus Amann, Caitlyn L. Antrim, Rudolf
Avenhaus, Hélène Bestougeff, Steven J. Brams,

David Carment, Daniel Druckman, IVichael
Gabbay, Serdar S. Güner, D. Marc Kilgouç
Thomas Krieger, Akira 0kada, Barry 0'Neill,
Matthias G. Raith, Dane Rowlands, lVlichel
Rudniansk, M. Remzi Sanver, Rudolf Schüssler,

Andrzej

P.

Wierzbicki,

l.

William Zartman

Editors

Escalation and Negotiation in

Rudolf Avenhaus

lnternational Conflicts, edited by L William Zartman and

Member of the Steering Committee of IIASA's
Processes of International Negotiation Net-

Guy 0livier Faure, 2005

work and Professor of Statistics and 0perations Research at the University of the Federal Armed Forces l\4unich, Germany.

William Zartman
Member of the Steering Committee of llASA's Processes of lnternational Negotiation
l.

Diplomacy Games
Formal Models
and International
Negotiations
Edited by
Rudolf Avenhaus and
l. William Zartman
n this book,

leading experts in internaItional negotiations present formal models
of conflict resolution and international negotiations. Besides the description of different
models and approaches, the book answers
three questions: How can the abstract conI

cepts and results of rational choice theorists
be made more understandable and plausible
to political and social scientists not trained to
work with formal models? What can be done
to encourage practitioners to use not only
simple but also mathematically advanced ap-

Negotioting
Iuropeon Union

Network and Jacob Blaustein Professor of lnternational 0rganizations and Conflict Resolution at the Nitze School of Advanced lnternational Studies of Johns Hopkins University.
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